
Case Study
How Managed IT Services Empowered Our Business

Company    Leading the Way
Industry    Non-Profit
Number of Employees  90
Customer Base   Listeners Throughout the Middle East
Services Offered   Outreach and Information to the World

SOLUTIONS & SUCCESS
The Inside Story

Monitoring and Maintenance Advantage
No Downside to Uptime

Challenge  
We operate around the clock and have affiliates in Canada, Europe, the Middle East and Australia. We need to stay online, so 
monitoring server status is a 24/7 activity.

Our ministry had no full-time staff to address IT needs to support our on-going mission. We only had one inexperienced staff 
member for endpoint assistance and one part-time after-hours support person. This wasn’t sufficient to address our daily IT 
needs. It was difficult finding experienced specialists to perform complicated tasks like administering servers and services within 
the data center. 



Result
The net results of all these improvements has been a significantly more reliable, stable and available environment, as well as 
better performance—allowing us to get more done, communicate more efficiently and help more people. Since partnering 
with Beyond, we’re secure in knowing we have off-site backups and can quickly duplicate operations at an alternative location.

Making Every Dollar Count
Serving Up Savings
Challenge  
We have limited funding to perform our mission. The 
increasing costs of off-the-shelf IT products put a 
severe strain on our tight ministry resources. 

Result
Thanks to Beyond Computer Solutions, we’ve been able to 
save money while gaining dependable email and Office 2016 
support for our staff in Atlanta and points around the world. 
We enjoyed substantial savings on Office 365 thanks to the 
special pricing secured by Beyond.

Solution
Beyond Computer Solutions sought out and proposed several 
good initiatives to help us conserve our funds. They uncovered 
the availability of non-profit pricing, prepared all the forms and 
took all the necessary steps so we could take advantage of this 
reduced pricing.

Solution
We reached out to various IT managed service providers before selecting Beyond Computer Solutions—and that decision 
has proven to be a great one. Beyond performs maintenance and assists with users’ needs on-site, plus executes all the 
necessary tasks to keep our network and systems operating at peak performance—including real-time monitoring through 
their network operations center. They also implemented an image backup solution to ensure consistent, timely backup of all 
of our servers. They’ve also found better solutions for some of our core apps, like email, Office and our CRM. They suggested 
we take advantage of Microsoft Office 365 and Office 2016 and provided expert coordination to ensure a smooth migration 
from Exchange to Office 365. 

Partners in Success
Beyond Computer Solutions is Our Trusted Advisor
Challenge  
Our ministry depends on Internet connectivity to move large files—some as large as 400 GB—from our Atlanta facility to 
a satellite uplink facility. Our unreliable Internet connection hindered our ability to carry out our mission in a dependable, 
consistent manner, causing disruption and frustration. We needed an IT partner that truly understood our needs and could offer 
up better alternatives.
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“The net results of all these improvements has been a significantly more reliable, stable and available environment, as well as better 
performance—allowing us to get more done, communicate more efficiently and help more people. Since partnering with Beyond, we’re 

secure in knowing we have off-site backups and can quickly duplicate operations at an alternative location.”

Daryl Allen, IT Director, Leading the Way

Beyond Computer Solutions provides fixed-cost, per-month managed IT services. Our services include 
proactive network monitoring, patch management, antivirus, backups, helpdesk, compliance, cloud 
solutions and on-site services for a fraction of the cost of one engineer’s monthly salary.

Contact us at 678-799-7635 to find what having a technology partner that goes above and beyond 
can do for your business.

Result
Our CRM is essential—it’s critical to our success. Beyond 
kept us online when we needed it most, especially 
during our transition to Donor Direct, and now we have 
a 360-degree view of our donor base and those we 
serve. Since we made the move to Comcast, we’ve had 
uninterrupted Internet connectivity for six months and 
counting.

We trust the experts at Beyond to help us make 
informed decisions, based on our specific needs and 
goals, that help us forward our mission and face the 
future with confidence. We know they’re available to 
address whatever IT needs we have and answer our 
calls for help immediately. It’s a huge relief to know we 
have a partner that knows our environment and unique 
challenges, and is always on the job keeping our IT up 
and running. 

Solution
Beyond did the heavy lifting, researching options 
for a reliable Internet Service Provider. They finally 
recommended Comcast and effectively managed the 
conversion. Their skilled team also provided expert 
coordination and helped our new CRM vendor, Donor 
Direct, set up a prototype environment in Microsoft Azure 
to equip us with a more powerful, dependable solution.


